
Dear Roger Moussa,

We would like to thank the reviewers and the editor for a thorough review based on which we believe the paper has

significantly improved. We are very pleased to read that all reviewers and the editor find the manuscript of high

interest and progress in this field. We have addressed the four main points raised by reviewers as summarized in the

editor decision letter. i) The global organization of the paper has improved adding a separate section in which the

proposed algorithm is described, separate from the methods section. ii) The purpose of the paper as well as the

importance of good (multi-resolution) hydrography data has been clarified in the introduction. iii) We have added

literature of the ISMI-MIP project and explained the choice of benchmark algorithms in more detail. iv)

Furthermore, we have added a sensitivity analysis to systematically assess the importance of three thresholds

parameters used in the proposed algorithm and improved the case study experiment with a more realistic synthetic

event and a new figure for better quantitative comparison between the upscaling algorithms. Finally, all other

concerns/suggestions raised by the reviewers are addressed point-by-point in our responses below and amended to

the manuscript accordingly.

We would like to thank you and the reviewers again for the time taken to review our manuscript.

On behalf of the authors,

Kind regards,

Dirk Eilander



Response to Anonymous Referee #1 Received and published: 22 December 2020

The authors describe a method to uspscale high-resolution data, based on a back-tracking approach also used by

former work of Yamazaki et al. 2009 or Wu et al. 2011). The authors show methods to assess the quality of different

methods.

The paper represents significant progress as it is a further development of the concept of Yamazaki et al:

- The authors can show that there approach yields better results in comparison to other methods

- It is open source

- The authors show that their method can be applied in hydrological models towards free scalable models

- It can be used as the common D8 network

The presentation quality and scientific quality is good. A few points could be discussed in a different way.

We are pleased to read that our manuscript is considered significant progress to the reviewer. We would also like to

thank the reviewer for the thorough review and comments, which we believe have led to an improvement in the

manuscript. Our response to each comment can be found in the paragraphs below. Most importantly we have

clarified some points regarding the river width and DMM30 dataset at various sections of the manuscript, improved

a figure in the methods section, added a sensitivity analysis for thresholds used in the IHU method and replaced two

figures in results section with one new figure which allows for a more quantitative comparison between upscaling

methods.

Main point of criticism is that it does not include a link to the work done in the ISI-MIP (https://www.isimip.org/)

project. In this project, quite a number of hydrological models use a defined set of input data as a global 30 arcmin

setting. The network used here is the DDM30 (Doell and Lehner 2002). It is questionable, if this database is the best

choice (see Zhao et al. 2017 https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/aa7250), but it is used as the defined river network.

The paper can run without a direct comparison to DDM or a comparison to 30 arcmin, but the value of this paper

(and the numbers of citations) can be improved, if it is compared against: a.) 30 arcmin (maybe instead of 15 arcmin,

which is rarely used in hydrological models) b.) DDM (maybe instead DMM, as the DMM is not so often used

(cited 25 times and DDM cited 147 times)

We agree with the reviewer that DDM30 is an important dataset used in many global hydrological models and have

updated the introduction to reflect this better. We deliberately selected DMM instead of the DDM30 method as

benchmark for IHU (proposed method) as to our understanding DMM has been re-used as a method with different

source datasets (Thober et al., 2019), while the method used for DDM30 (hereafter DDM30 method) was only used

to derive the DDM30 dataset. Furthermore the DDM30 dataset also required extensive manual editing (Döll and

Lehner, 2002), which makes it impossible to compare the method in an automated manner. Finally, DMM is
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arguably a slightly more sophisticated method compared to the DDM30 method. The DDM30 method sets the

upscaled flow direction based on the fine-resolution flow direction of the outlet pixel of each coarse-resolution grid

cell, where the fine-resolution outlet pixel is the pixel with the largest upstream area within each coarse-resolution

grid cell. The DMM uses the same fine-resolution outlet pixel as the starting point, but the upscaled flow direction is

set after tracing the fine-resolution flow direction downstream until it leaves a buffered area around the cell of origin

(for details see Appendix A) which is arguably a better estimate for the coarse-resolution flow direction. The choice

of resolution is based on the increasingly higher resolution of global hydrological models (Bierkens, 2015) as stated

in the introduction. Based on this observation most models will likely run on finer spatial resolutions than 30 arcmin

which is why the multi-resolution MERIT hydro IHU dataset contains maps up to 15 arcmin resolution.

Using a power function of the upstream area for river width is a weak point here. This does not work for a global

dataset and not even for the River Rhine with high runoff in the mountains and low runoff in the lowlands. This

approach is not state of the art. The paper says it will provide a parametrization for distr. hydrological models. The

approach for providing river width is not appropriate. For sure it would be fine to have the full package incl. river

width and Manning’s roughness. I think it is still a fine paper, if you exclude river width (as you exclude Manning’s

anyway)

We agree with the reviewer that this is a simplistic approach which will not yield satisfying results when applied

over larger areas with different climate. In our paper we only applied it to the case study experiment to fill data gaps

in the existing river width layer, for which we argue that this simplification won’t affect the conclusions based on the

experiment as it is set up as a sensitivity analysis rather than a validation with observed data. The global river width

layer of the MERIT hydro IHU dataset represents river width estimates from the original 3 arcsec MERIT hydro

dataset at the fine-resolution outlet pixels of each coarse-resolution grid cell of the dataset and has no data where the

underlying data is missing at that point. We have clarified this in the methods and focus on flow direction, sub-grid

river length and slope parameters in the abstract and introduction. In the discussion we also mention that the

power-law is a strong simplification and refer to better alternatives if applied for a real instead of synthetic event

simulations. We would like to keep the river width layer with data gaps as part of the dataset however, as we think it

can be a useful starting point to derive a full coverage river width dataset for a region of interest using more

advanced methods to fill these gaps, e.g. based on regression techniques similar to Barbarossa et al. (2018).

Detailed comments:

60: As I said, I am not a fan of the DDM30, but it is THE reference river network in a global hydrological

intercomparison project.

To reflect this we have added a sentence that DDM30 is “used by most global hydrological models within the

Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project”

66: Wu et al. 2011,2012 and Yamazaki (2009) already give out length, Yamazaki already give out slope or elevation

at the outlet point.
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Thanks for pointing this out. We rephrased to “Furthermore, none of the D8 upscaling methods derive both sub-grid

river parameters of length and slope, which are required for many hydrological models.”

85 .. often defined by … Isn’t it a requirement to be a multiple of the finer grid?

You are correct, we rephrased the sentence to: “IHU requires a target resolution (grey dashed grid lines) which is

multiple of the input resolution and two input maps: a fine-resolution flow direction and upstream area map [...]”

115: the equation needs |x-x0|0.5 instead of brackets

We have updated equation 1 accordingly.

118: if no output pixel is found… where does this happen in fig 1

We have added a link to the figure to the explanation of step 1-2: “see the trace downstream of the outlet pixel of

cell b3 to cell c3 in the example”

126: Maybe a description like in chess B2 instead h would be easier

Thanks for this suggestion. We have updated figures 1 and A1 and the step-by-step description with your suggestion.

154: You have several thresholds in your method e.g. sqrt(R), min upstream_area = 0.25, length of cell = 0.25. Did

you test this setting, did you do a sensitive analysis of these values. Where are they from? Maybe for the Rhine it

would be good to show some variation of these thresholds

These assumptions have been tested, but were not included in the manuscript. The sqrt(R) is based on EAM

(Yamazaki et al., 2008). The length and upstream area thresholds are found by trial and error. Other studies use

similar thresholds for minimum length, but with different values, 0.5 in Yamazaki et al (2009) and 0.6-0.8 in Wu et

al. (2011). We found that these values are too large when applied to higher resolution target grids compared to the

aforementioned papers. We have added appendix E with a sensitivity analysis based on the Rhine basin as suggested

by the reviewer and added the following text to section 2.1: “The sensitivity of the R parameter to define the

effective area in step 1-1 as well as the minimum length and minimum upstream area thresholds used to optimize

sub-grid river length in step 3 are tested for the river Rhine basin, see appendix E. As step 2-4 are iterated, the

minimum river length and upstream area thresholds may also affect the upscaling accuracy as it may provide room

for improvements in the next iteration of step 2. We found that the thresholds change the accuracy of the upscaled

maps at less than one percent of the output basin cells see Figure E1. A lower minimum upstream threshold

generally has a positive effect on the upscaling accuracy and number of cells with small river length but increases

the number of cells with small upstream area. The selected thresholds provide a balance between accuracy and cells

with small river length or contributing area, but if the latter is of less importance the minimum upstream area

threshold might thus be lowered for improved accuracy.”

189: Nice solution of these “orphan” problem – upstream cells that have no direct parents
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Thanks.

204-206: This paper does not show a valid way to derive river width for all cells (and it is stated well, you need the

parameter for all cells). Filling up with a power function of upstream area will not work. Maybe using some

regression/machine learning technique like in Barbarossa et al. 2018 (https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201852)

will help. Maybe dismiss 204-206 and 2F (and write a second paper on width and Manning’s). For the routing

example, your assumption of width and Manning’s is ok

While we agree with the reviewer that a full coverage river width dataset is required for model application, we think

the MERIT Hydro IHU river width data layer is still of added value. It provides a useful starting point to derive a

full coverage river width dataset for a region of interest. As this is not the focus of the paper we have not tried to

derive complete coverage of this data. We have amended the text to reflect this: “The river width is based on the

MERIT Hydro width data layer at the outlet pixel. Note that this data contains gaps, i.e. not all outlet pixels have a

river width in the underlying data, see Figure 2F which shows river widths in green colors. For global coverage and

application in hydrological models these gaps need to be filled which is outside the scope of this paper. This data

layer could still function as a starting point for any gap filling based on regression techniques (Andreadis et al.,

2013; Barbarossa et al., 2018)”

205: Which outlet pixel in @F does not have a river width in fig 2F. Using river width interpolation with a power

function and upstream area is a really weak assumption.

We agree that upstream area is a poor predictor for river width when applied on a large scale. Note that we only use

this for a specific experiment in a case study, for which the reviewer agrees it is an OK choice. We have added a sub

sentence to explain the figure depicting the river width in 2F better, see previous response.

222: As before: it is a dataset, but an incomplete dataset for kinematic routing missing an adequate solution for river

width and channel roughness. I am not asking for these 2 additional parameters, but mentioning that these 2 are

missing for a complete dataset (and maybe river depth, too).

We do not want to claim that the dataset is complete, to clarify this we have added the following to the discussion

“Besides flow directions, IHU derives additional layers of sub-grid drainage area, river length and slope data, a river

width estimates for large rivers and hydrologically adjusted elevation. While these layers cover most parameters

required in the routing modules of many hydrological models, for a complete river parameter dataset a full-coverage

river width layer is required as well as river bed roughness. For more advanced routing models a river bed level and

river bank-full depth might also be required (Yamazaki et al., 2011).”

229: Also mentioned before: DMM is rather special, a comparison to DDM30 would be better

While we agree the DDM30 maps have more applications, the method behind DMM is more re-used and arguably

more advanced as explained in an earlier response. Furthermore, a large-scale comparison against the DDM30

method is impossible because of the manual editing applied to the DDM30 map (Döll and Lehner, 2002).
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260: Not so clear, why the minimum upstream area is chosen to be 10 km2. Is this done only for the original 3arcsec,

or also for the 30 arcsec version? A 1km2 threshold would be more reasonable? Why having a network to 30 arcsec

and then aggregating again to 10km2? Adding a reason for 10km2 would be ok.

The runoff in each headwater cell is assumed to drain instantaneously to the river channel. By using this threshold,

the area for which we assume instantaneous drainage is more comparable between resolutions. This also follows the

implementation in hydrological models such as wflow (Imhoff et al., 2020) where a minimum upstream area is used

to define river cells for which river routing is performed. We have clarified this in the text: “By using this threshold,

the area of headwater catchments for which we assume instantaneous drainage is more comparable between

resolutions.”

265-273: For the synthetic runoff event, a simple assumption is ok, like equation 5 and roughness=0.03. What about

the river depth to get the perimeter you need for the kinematic routing?

The wetted perimeter is calculated each time step based on the water depth. Basically, this assumes a rectangular

profile without floodplains. While we know this is a strong simplification and floodplain storage is a significant

process in river routing (Zhao et al., 2017), we argue that for the experiment this is less important as it is set up as a

sensitivity analysis rather than a validation with observed data to assess the effect of errors in the flow direction on

simulated streamflow.

273: later in357 you describe the synthetic runoff event, It would be better to describe here in more detail how your

synthetic event looks like. From your sentence in line 356 I assume: Uniform runoff for the whole Rhine of around

0.2 mm per day (0.002 per 15 min) to reach 500 m/s at run outlet and then increasing to 0.014 mm per 15 min to

reach peak of 3000 m/s?

Great suggestion. We have slightly modified the experiment to represent more realistic average and extreme

discharge conditions for the Rhine river and added the following text to section 3.2 “The runoff event is triangular

shaped with a total duration of 10 days, it starts with 1.2 mm day-1 and increases linearly to 6 mm day-1 in 5 days

after which it decreases back to 1.2 mm day-1 in the next 5 days. This yields an initial flow of around 2,700 m3s-1 and

a peak discharge of around 10,800 m3s-1, which roughly corresponds to average and around 1-in-35 year discharge

conditions for the Rhine basin at Lobith (Hegnauer et al., 2014).”

350: A table for the Rhine as the table 2 would be good. Maybe even later and including the synthetic runoff results.

See response to comment on line 376.

371: grey line as cumulated runoff?

This should indeed be accumulated runoff, we have changed this in the caption of the figure.

376-404: This part is interesting, but would benefit if it concludes in a method which can be used to compare

different methods in numbers e.g. creating a table with flood peak magnitude (btw a flood at around 3000 m3/s is

https://paperpile.com/c/6rdi41/mkyy


not a flood in the upper Rhine) and timing like the numbers in line 383 and line 385. But due to the different N, the

numbers are not really comparable. How about selecting only locations which all methods have in common,

describing a method to find these locations and then it is possible to set up a table with peak magnitude smaller or

bigger than 2%, 5%, 10% and flood peak timing different by percent of runoff peak time to routing peak time

We have replaced Figure 8 and 9 with a new summarizing Figure 8 including CDFs which show the difference in

flood peak timing and magnitude at different percentiles of the locations, which we think reflects the full distribution

of the data better than a table but still allows the reader to easily compare the statistics at different levels. The

original Figure 8 and 9 have been moved to the appendix.

384: maybe not an absolute hour, but a percentage of the difference between running time between runoff peak (gray

line) and reference time (3 arcsec model). Because it does not matter so much if the delay in a big basin is 2 hours,

but it matters if it is in a small basin.

We do agree with the reviewer that the difference in timing should be seen in relation to the upstream area at each

location. We have therefore scaled the markers in Figure 8 with the upstream area. We could not think of a method

to express the difference in timing as a percentage as it is not clear what the reference should be.

442 As before: river width I would delete from this list as you cannot derive it in a proper way with IHU.

We have amended this part in the discussion; “To achieve complete coverage of river width, the sub-grid river width

data requires to be interpolated for data gaps and lake and reservoir areas if these were to be modelled explicitly in

the routing model. Here, we used a strongly simplified power-law relationship between width and upstream area.

For applications for real events instead of sensitivity analysis with synthetic data, this estimate should be improved

using the well-established geomorphic relationships between bank-full discharge and river depth as proposed in the

downstream hydraulic geometry framework (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Savenije, 2003), for instance by the

clustering approach proposed by Andreadis et al. (2013) or additional river width data from e.g. Allen and Pavelsky

(2018)”

448-444: To my understanding, there is no well-established geomorphic relationship between discharge and river

depth nor river width. It is mostly regression between discharge, upstream area, etc. like in Pistocci 2006 or others.

A way to improve this is machine learning and feeding it with climatic, geomorphic data like Barbarossa et al. 2018

or using advanced technics of remote sensing e.g., Allen and Pavelsky 2018 or a combination of both. Your

approach for having a full dataset for benchmarking is ok, but maybe dismiss the part for river width.

There is a geomorphological relation between width and discharge. According to Lacey’s formula the width of a

natural channel at bankfull capacity is proportional to the root of the discharge, this is well explained by Savenije et

al (2003). This reference is added to the discussion, see previous response.

465: The Merit DEM (Yamazaki et al. 2017) is a very good DEM. But mostly due to anthropogenic overprinting,

rivers do not always follow the lowest elevation. They are redirected or even on a higher level than the surrounding

https://paperpile.com/c/6rdi41/CwAo/?noauthor=1


landscape (there are many examples of this in the Netherlands). One way to improve the DEM would be to burn in

the existing river network. Not part of your work here, but maybe something to think of in the discussion.

In the case of this paper we have used the MERIT Hydro DEM and flow direction dataset (Yamazaki et al., 2019)

which is derived by burning vector files of channels and rivers from various sources in the MERIT DEM. Of course

these data also have limitations as pointed out by the reviewer. For this paper however, we focus on flow direction

upscaling and assume that the flow directions of the original high-resolution data are correct. We have added this

assumption to the discussion: “In this study we benchmarked several upscaling methods based on the same baseline

hydrography data. This choice was made to focus the paper on differences in upscaling methods, where we assume

the underlying high-resolution data is correct. For future studies it would be interesting to also compare [...]”
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Response to Anonymous Referee #2 Received and published: 16 March 2021

I am sorry I took so long for reviewing this paper. This is not due to the topic the paper deals with but the way the

paper is organised. I do not want to appear definitive, however, if the topic, of adapting the representation of a river

network at certain resolution to be the more effective as possible, is of geographical interest, I am still not convinced

it is also of hydrological importance. The Authors should work a little more to make the paper more appealing,

instead they buried the good ideas under a lot of technicalities which are, certainly, important but secondary to the

reasons why they do it. Finally some light came in with Figure 7 and 8 that clarified to me that the major errors can

be caused in local contributing area estimation causing a subsequent wrong estimation of hydrograph. To this respect

the paper shows that its method brings in quite an improvement in some simulations. Therefore my overall judgment

is that the matter is good, but the organization of the paper highly improvable.

We appreciate the time you took to review our manuscript and are happy to read that you find the content good and

agree the method has benefits for hydrological simulations. We will address your points of concern in more detail in

the following responses. Most importantly, we have tried to clarify some points in the introduction and tried to make

the structure of the paper more appealing.

I suggest to move in evidence the results and let the details to Appendix or to the final part of the paper. To simplify,

I suggest to exchange the position of section 4 and section 2, after a preliminary, but brief discussion, of the

methods. I understand that this may sound quite a violation of the traditional organization of papers, but I feel that

probably in this way the paper should be more appealing to the reader.

We agree the paper is rather technical, but would like to argue that the purpose of the paper was to present and

demonstrate a new method, which falls in scope with HESS. We disagree that our new method is not of

“hydrological importance”. We have demonstrated that our method significantly and positively influences the

quality of direction of streams within a network, and as a consequence, also simulated peak discharge timing and

magnitude. We have made some changes to the manuscript to clarify this and to make the structure more appealing:

● We have clarified the purpose of the paper as well as the relevance of good flow direction data and flow

direction upscaling methods better in the introduction. As explained above, the purpose is firstly the

presentation and secondly the demonstration for river routing of the new method.

● This is largely supported by the chosen structure, which is why we have decided not to change the structure

significantly, but to resent the technicalities of the new method in a new section “2. Iterative Hydrography

Upscaling”  before section “3. Methods” which deals with the benchmark and synthetic runoff experiment

● We have added a more high-level introduction to “2. Iterative Hydrography Upscaling” to provide the

reader with some more guidance before diving into the technicalities.

The epitome if it is the Caption of Figure 1. The phrase "for each cell the representative river pixel (dark red square)

inside the effective area (shaded area) and subsequently the outlet pixel (orange square) is identified, and 1B) based

on the fine-resolution flow path downstream of the outlet pixel (black lines)," should become: "for each cell, based



on the fine-resolution flow path downstream of the outlet pixel (black lines), the representative river pixel (dark red

square) inside the effective area (shaded area) and subsequently the outlet pixel (orange square) is identified". The

latter form of the phrase makes me understand what they are doing, not the reverse. The explanation in the text,

indeed is much more clear than the caption of the Figure, but because I tried to understand first the procedure from

the Figure, I had to read more times all of it to understand what was the point.

While we have put a lot of effort in creating an explaining figure, it remains difficult to summarize the entire method

in a caption. We understand this sentence is unclear and have modified it to read: “Firstly, 1A) the representative

river pixel (dark red square) inside the effective area (shaded area) and the outlet pixel (orange square) are identified

for each cell based on upstream area, then 1B) the fine-resolution flow path downstream of the outlet pixel (black

lines) is traced to a neighboring cell, 1C) to set the initial flow direction (orange arrow)”

For what regards the errors they find in flood forecasting, while I find interesting the idea that the coarse graining of

the river network topology should be made to preserve the main characteristics of the flood wave, It is not clear to

me how the errors (except maybe for those connected with the estimation of the contributing areas which bring with

them a proportional error in rainfall inputs) were not corrected, at least partially, by a calibration. In my experience,

the standard procedure for any hydrological modelling run follows the procedure of calibrating the model

parameters and then validating them. The process of calibration, I am sure, introducing effective quantities for

instance in those parameters related to flow velocities, can correct delays or anticipations of the flood wave due to a

wrong estimation of stream length. Differently would be a problem, since the fractality of rivers. To say in another

way, their argument to favor their method of river network representation, could be not so relevant at the end, for

modelling. OVERFITTING physical realistical.

The aspect of model calibration can indeed resolve some errors related to incorrect representation of river

parameters. Errors in upstream river length can potentially be compensated by manning roughness values using

calibration. Other local errors in the flow direction data, such as a confluence which is located upstream from the

actual position, will however lead to large local errors which cannot be compensated by calibrating other river

parameters as the distribution of the runoff is simply incorrect. But more important, using calibration to compensate

for erroneous data in your model will likely lead to improved simulations but for the wrong reasons (it might for

instance take physically unrealistic manning parameters to compensate for errors in river length) and will likely lead

to overfitting of the model which might decrease its performance outside the range of the calibration data

(Hrachowitz et al., 2013; Kirchner, 2006).

A last note regards the subgrid representation of the networks. I found the paper by V. Casulli (2019) of real interest

for the issue.

Thanks for this interesting reference.

In summary I believe the paper can be accepted after a major readjusting of its structure.

https://paperpile.com/c/UUcYe8/EWGrt+Tr6Fh


Thank you - we have adjusted the structure as summarised in response to earlier comment.
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